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Impress your family and friends like never before with easy-to make, delicious tin foil meals! Cook

them on your grill or on hot coals, or simply bake them in your oven for that camping flavor without

the smoke and all the mess! Mouth-watering Hawaiian chicken stacks, meatball subs, fajitas--these

dinners are sure to satisfy everyone in your family.
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You don't have to go camping to love this book! Within the first few pages of the book, the author,

Jesseca, shares how to cook the recipes on coals while camping, but also how to cook them at

home in the oven or on the barbecue. Although we haven't tested any recipes while camping yet, I

made the Southwestern Chicken Packets in the oven and they are going on our regular dinner

rotation! Easy to make, easy to clean up, and delicious to eat! Love the pictures too. Great

cookbook!

This cookbook is fantastic! Even as someone who doesn't camp often, these recipes work just as

well in the oven or on the grill. My favorite so far has been the Coconut Lime Shrimp! The marinade

is to-die-for, and I know that is something I will definitely be making over and over. I have my eye on

the bacon cinnamon rolls next!

Was lucky enough to review a copy of this book before the release date. It's amazing! We camp

often and loved the variety of recipes offered. Our favorite so far is the Hawaiian Chicken. We



adjusted the ingredients a bit to fit our families tastes but was an excellent base! Never thought to

add rice to a tin foil dinner! The tip section in the front that shows how to make these in the oven, on

the grill, or over coals was super convenient. Excited for warmer weather so we can make a few

more of these tasty meals!

I'm amazed by the variety of recipes! Brunch, dinner, sides, and dessert! From classic meat and

potato stuff to smores quesadillas, I love this cookbook! It looks so fun for summer and would work

over a campfire or at home. Beautiful pics with each recipe too.

This cookbook has so many great tinfoil recipes for camping and grilling. My family has loved being

able to eat dinner AND dessert from tinfoil! We will be using this cookbook on our upcoming

camping trip. Great cookbook!

FOILED! is my new favorite go-to cookbook for trips to our cabin in the mountains. The photographs

are beautifully done and the recipes are simple and easy to follow. The author does a great job of

mixing variety and fun in the recipes. We love to cook in our fire pit and have hosted dozens of boy

scout groups over the years, wish we would have had this book years ago! We will use this over

and over again, Im sure it will become a handbook for all of our outdoor summer cooking

adventures!

I am excited that there is now a cookbook that is so easy to use for making campfire meals.

Jesseca gives clear instructions and lots of information on how to fold perfect tinfoil packets and

how to cook your food over your campfire coals. She also gives instructions on how to cook the tin

foil meals on a grill or in the oven. The book has a wide variety of dishes for breakfast, main dishes,

side dishes, and desserts. The classics, like hobo dinners, are represented, along with a bunch of

new ideas that should become classics, like maple bacon rolls, meatball sandwiches, rosemary

potatoes, and s'more quesadillas. The recipes are easy to follow and the results are delicious. My

family is currently addicted to the warm granola bowls and the stuffed apples. I can't wait to plan our

next camping trip, just so that I can plan the menu using this book!

If you love camping, this is the cookbook for you! I'm a camping addict and love any chance I get to

go, but often struggle coming up with meal ideas. That's where Foiled! comes in. Within this book,

you'll find breakfast recipes, main dishes (divided into chicken, beef, seafood, and other), sides, and



even dessert. PLUS Jess tells you about helpful supplies, cooking at home vs. on a grill or coals,

and cooking tips. Recipes that can be made ahead are stamped with a 'make ahead dish' for easy

recognition. Plus each recipe comes with a photo... which for me is a serious plus! I made the Italian

Sausage & Potato Tin Foil Dinner (pictured on the cover and found on page 36) and it was

phenomenal. Not only was it super tasty, but it was quick to put together and the cleanup was even

easier. I highly recommend buying this book!
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